Organizing Content

- CSS Display
- CSS Dimensions
- CSS Positioning
- CSS Navigation Bar
- CSS Flexbox
- CSS Grid

Going Horizontal 2.0:
If you want block elements on a page to appear horizontally, instead of vertically, you have 3 options:

1. **float: left;**
   - Pros: Doesn't require container, fully backwards compatible, ignores white space
   - Cons: Clearing floats can be confusing, not easy to center blocks

2. **display: inline-block;**
   - Pros: Easier than float to work with, don’t need to use clear
   - Cons: Elements won’t natural float around it, does NOT ignore white space in code

3. **display: flex;**
   - Pros: MUCH easier to work with, new features added, can easily center blocks
   - Cons: Not supported by legacy browsers, requires an outer container

Additional Resources:

- CSS Color Names
- CSS Color Values
- Color Schemer
- Detailed Positioning Guide